RT Services, a thriving Marketing Agency in the travel industry :

RealTech Services has consistently prioritized a strong voice in the space of digital
marketing. This meant developing a number of key areas, including, in addition to web
developing, and perhaps most importantly, content development. The team knew the power
and influence of authentic and detailed content.

As a travel marketing agency, the company has seen the ebb & flow of demand, as well as
the tremendous changes in the industry - and it hasn’t always been easy. But the draw of
information has always remained strong. Customers want genuine information to steer their
travel experiences.

For many, including RTServices, long-term in-house content development could be
exhausting. RT completed a trial run with us to see if we were a viable fit for their needs.
Our main focus was the emotional power of the vacation experience without losing sight of
the need for real (and up-to-date) information.

We had quickly built a comprehensive and full content inbound strategy for the company with
highly-optimized blogs, strongly-voiced landing pages, and a steady schedule to keep it all
consistent and together.
Some of the blog posts we worked on :

Our work helped RealTech grow the business of 20+ key (and happy) clients, including
leading vacation rental company, Annamaria.com, which saw soaring numbers of traffic and
bookings following concise and research-oriented content from our team.

Check out Annamaria’s traffic, keywords, & rankings :

And it doesn’t stop just there.
Currently, we still supply content for upwards of 40 different vacation platform providers
through RealTech, proving that a consistent and quality voice is essential to remaining
ahead of Google search rankings and dominating the local industry, even during a
pandemic.
Our inbound content strategy with RealTech emphasized the genuine need of the company’s
clients and their own customers - the desire for insight into different top vacation escapes.

If you’re still curious about the quality of service we deliver, you can read all of
RealTechServices’ customer reviews here.

